Diabetic Retinopathy Detection Using A Hybrid Model Approach in Deep Learning (ResNet50 + CapsNet)
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Abstract—Diabetic retinopathy (DR), an eye disease, is taken into account amongst the worldwide diseases of blindness, commonly afflicting diabetic patients. The most common cause of this disease is the complication of polygenic disease within the retinal blood vessels. To avoid complete sightlessness prompt detection, treatment should be done in the early stages. Back in time physical tests, like physical examination of dilation of pupils, optical consistency picturing, were employed to find diabetic retinopathy. However, it’s expensive in terms of time and includes high chances of human error. Given these implications, the goal of this paper is to detect the presence of diabetic retinopathy in the human eye using a hybrid deep learning mode. The proposed method improves the performance of a pretrained Convolutional neural network by utilising the dynamic routing algorithm from the capsule network approach (CNN). The idea is to build a hybrid deep learning model, a combination of pretrained RESNET-50 and dynamic routing algorithm to yield statistically significant performance in detecting DR stages. The projected system will assist ophthalmologists to take a preliminary call, it permits a DR classification considering traditional eyes, mild DR, Moderate DR, Severe DR, and Proliferative DR. After the successful implementation of the model training over ATOS dataset accuracy of 79% accuracy and at the 25th epoch, 27.54% loss was achieved which is significantly lower than [19], which obtained 64.72% loss value at 25th epoch. As a result, we’ve successfully built a hybrid model that predicts the DR stage with a lower proportion of data loss.

Index Terms—DR - Diabetic retinopathy, Dynamic routing algorithm, CNN - Convolutional neural network, RESNET-50, Mild DR, Moderate DR, Severe DR, and Proliferative DR.

I. INTRODUCTION

When a disease is detected early, it is easier to treat. Diabetes is a condition in which a deficiency of insulin causes an increase in blood glucose levels [1]. 425 million adults are affected globally [2]. DR is a diabetic condition that causes the retina’s blood vessels to enlarge and leak fluids and blood [3]. If DR grows to an advanced stage, it might result in vision loss. DR is responsible for 2.6 percent of blindness worldwide. For diabetes patients who have had the condition for a long time, the chances of developing DR increases. Regular retinal screening is necessary for diabetic people to diagnose and treat DR early enough to prevent blindness [4].

Detecting DR is often difficult because the method involves manual analysis by reviewers and it is time-consuming process that may result in late treatment. Furthermore, it necessitates extensive experience and valuable equipment, both of which are lacking in less privileged areas. The automatic categorization of DR can help to resolve these issues.

In recent years, CNN architectures of deep learning are far more competitive than traditional image analysis. However, CNN architectures make use of pooling layers to achieve translational invariance, but it results in information loss such as position, size, rotation, and scale. According to research, the Capsule network can assist overcome some of these problems [7]. The capsule network’s neurons can encode geometric information as well as the likelihood of an object being present. Capsule networks have this quality, which makes them particularly promising for medical picture analysis. Furthermore, capsule networks (CapsNet) have recently received considerable attention in the field of medical technology as a possible replacement for CNN. However, CapsNet was employed in DR categorization in a few experiments. Using retinal fundus pictures, this research develops a deep learning model for Diabetic Retinopathy categorization. The objective of the paper is the creation of a hybrid deep learning model for retinal image categorization that combines RESNET-50 with the capsule network (one non-DR and four DR classes).

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Several strategies for DR classification have been proposed by researchers. Exudates detection in fundus images was proposed [8]. The approach of [9] utilising pretrained networks yielded the accuracy of 80.40%. [12] employed a CNN...
approach for categorisation of DR phases, achieving 95% specificity, 75% accuracy, and 30% sensitivity.[10] proposed a smartphone application with a 73.3% accuracy for detection of DR. [16] presented a 48.2% accurate transfer learning model that supported Inception-V3 for DR detection on the EyePACS database. To categorise DR,[14] employed pretrained models such as AlexNet, VGG16, and Inception-V3. AlexNet, VGG16, and Inception-V3 had average cross-validation accuracy of 37.43%, 60.04%, and 73.27%, respectively. In [18], a new pixel-wise score propagation model for DR classification was developed. For DR image categorization,[15] suggested a Synergic Deep Learning model. All of these solutions had the same goal: to employ an off-the-shelf solution instead of entering into the network’s core, which resulted in lower accuracy. CapsNet, a medical technology counterpart to CNN, has recently received a lot of attention. For hyperspectral image classification,[13] implemented a strategy for combining CNN with existing capsule networks as 1D and 3D capsule networks. However, no attempt has been made to investigate the use of CapsNet in DR classification. In this research paper, for DR classification, we developed an automated deep learning model. The following is the main contribution of the paper: developing a hybrid deep learning model that integrated RESNET-50 and the capsule network for the classification of retinal images into five classes.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. Network architecture

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. DATA COLLECTION AND EXPLORATION

We used APTOS (Asia Pacific Tele-Ophthalmology Society) dataset containing fundus images. This collection has 6847 fundus photographs in total. Model testing uses 4103 photos (stored in Test.csv with picture ID and diagnosis label) while model training uses 2745 images (stored in Train.csv with image ID and diagnosis label).

The above graph shows labels on the x-axis denote the stages of DR, and the height of the histogram denotes the number of images present in that stage.

B. DATA AUGMENTATION

To boost the model’s performance and generalisation capacity, image data augmentation is utilised to expand the amount of the training dataset. The ImageDataGenerator class in the Keras deep learning toolkit supports image data augmentation. It aids image data augmentation by shifting, flipping, rescaling, brightening, and splitting the data.

RGB to Grayscale:

Images are available in a variety of lighting situations, some of which are quite dark and difficult to visualise. As a result, the image is converted to grayscale.

C. Model (RESNET 50 + CAPSNET)

We used a transfer learning strategy due to the large amount of data available in publically available datasets. The first base model, we used the 50 layers deep Resnet50 architecture because of its proven effectiveness and ease of implementation. On the ImageNet dataset, this network was pre-trained. To
achieve the hybrid model, last layers of RESNET50 model i.e. pooling layers are replaced by the primary caps, digi caps and capsule layers of casule network. Then, in order to achieve the best result, we trained our model using various parameter values. Finally, batch size(10), kernel size(1) and relu, activation function, and training the model across 25 epochs are some of the most important parameters and factors that best fit our model.

V. RESULT

The ResNet50 + CapsNet model detects and classifies Diabetic Retinopathy at various stages with an accuracy of 79% and a loss of around 27.54%. If the necessary improvements are performed, hybrid is capable of identifying and classifying different phases of DR with more accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION FUTURE SCOPE

The research, we provided a model that can predict the DR stage. The benefits of hybrid model training include minimal information loss and the ability to categorise thousands of photos per minute. The proposed method can be utilised to screen for diabetes in the medical area. This test is highly simple, efficient, and non-invasive when compared to the standard approach. This system will be extremely cost-effective and inexpensive once it is in place. As a result, it could be included in future preventative checkups. Early treatment can help control the condition and possibly help some individuals achieve remission.
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